We are now Refinitiv, formerly the Financial and Risk business of Thomson Reuters. We’ve set a bold course for the future – both ours and yours – and are introducing our new brand to the world.

As our brand migration will be gradual, you will see traces of our past through documentation, videos, and digital platforms.

Thank you for joining us on our brand journey.
KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE PROJECT FINANCE HORIZON WITH PFI
MARKET PROFESSIONALS AROUND THE WORLD RELY ON PROJECT FINANCE INTERNATIONAL FOR THE INTELLIGENCE TO POWER THEIR BUSINESSES

Rumour-to-close coverage of energy and infrastructure financing activity around the globe:
- Spot upcoming deal opportunities
- Get detailed insight into deals – from pipeline to close
- Understand market trends and themes
- Benchmark your performance – and that of your competitors.

PFI Magazine is published every two weeks and sent by courier direct to subscribers.

PFIe.com includes all PFI Magazine content, daily news updates, an archive going back to 1992, plus completed and pipeline deals databases.

Project finance news from around the world, updated every day:
- Deal updates: from rumour through to financial close.
- Market developments
- People moves
**DATA: LEAGUE TABLES**

Regular project finance industry league tables provide performance benchmarking and deal opportunities.

**DATA: FINANCED PROJECTS DATABASE**

Filter database by sector, region, deal size and date. Detailed deal tearsheets include:
- Project participants: sponsors, arrangers and advisors
- Financial terms
- PFI commentary
- Export to Microsoft Excel

**DATA: PIPELINE DEAL DATABASE**

Follow ‘live’ deals from initial rumours; filter by sector, region, deal size and date, and access the latest PFI story on each deal direct from your search.
To find out how PFI can benefit your business visit financial.thomsonreuters.com/pfi
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